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Henrique, PT, 46, geographer dedicated for over 20 years to marine
environment, namely on fisheries, managing and conservation.
CEO of seaExpert and living in the Azores since 2003, soon became aware
of the marine debris problem around the Globe and started to act. Making
sustainability as the pilar/DNA of seaExpert, Henrique also brought this
action to the society through the movement NMPA, a local action group that
promotes clean ups, multiple actions, cooperation and general awareness to
marine debris and good practices. Owner of a plastic free bar, vigilant of
Blue Flag, GD rep, Henrique has sustainability running in his veins!
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Water & waste management and how to reduce the use of plastics.
How to avoid the hidden costs of tourism development?

Marine Debris / Waste management - Think Global, act
Local
The Azores, spotted in the middle of the Atlantic, is vulnerable to all effects deriving
from the North Atlantic Gyre, including huge amounts of marine debris. Faial, one
of the 9 islands of the Azores, is the one most dedicated to the Ocean, it has the
highest number of people related to the marine environment per 1000 inhabitants.
When in between 10 to 12 million tonnes of plastics ends up in the Ocean every
year, it is natural that marine debris issues are part of the daily life of marine
stakeholders. This presentation is about what is done in the Azores to address this
problem, whether by private or public agents.
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